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In this paper we consider the existence of perfect codes in the infinite class of 
distance-transitive graphs OS. Perfect l-codes correspond to certain Steiner 
systems and necessary conditions for the existence of such a code are satisfied 
if k + 1 is prime. We give some nonexistence results for perfect 3, J-, and 
4-codes and for perfect e-codes in general, including a lower bound for k in 
terms of e. 
The notion of a perfect code has been generalized to the class of 
distance-transitive graphs by Biggs [l] and to association schemes by 
Delsarte [3]. Both authors prove a generalization of the theorem of 
Lloyd [7]. In this paper we shall be concerned with perfect codes in the 
important infinite class of distance-transitive graphs Ok . 
PERFECT CODES IN DISTANCE-TRANSITIVE GRAPHS 
We use the notation, definitions, and basic results of [l]. In particular, 
a simple connected graph with distance function 8 is said to be &tame- 
transitive if, whenever U, v, x, y are vertices satisfying a(u, v) = a(x, y), 
then there is an automorphism g of the graph such that g(u) = x and 
g(c) = y. l-’ denotes a distance-transitive graph of diameter d and valency k 
with / W / = ~1. r has adjacency matrices A, ) A, ,..., Ad and intersection 
matrices B, , B, ,..., Bd (i.e., if u and w  are vertices of r SW& that 
a(u, w) = j, then (B& = I{v E W I a(u, V) = f, a(w, v) = ill). For any 
vertices u and v such that a(u, v) = i, we define 
r&l) = {w / a(w, 24) = i>, 
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The intersection matrix B = Bl is a tridiagonal matrix with main 
diagonals given by the intersection array 
Let 
v(h) = hl@>~ d%.., %W, where v,(X) = 1, v,(h) = A, 
G+~Q+~@) + (ai - A) vi(h) + bi-,vi-,(h) = 0 (i = 1, 2 ,..., d - 1). 
Then vi(X) is a polynomial in h of degree i. Clearly, if h is an eigenvalue of B, 
then v(h) is the corresponding eigenvector. As shown in [l], v,(B) = Bi . 
Let Z,(v) = {u E VT I a(u, v) < e} and I Zk I = I L’G(v)l. Aperfect e-code 
in r is a subset C of VT such that the sets Z&(c) (c E C) form a partition 
of VT. 
Since k = [l, k, k, ,..., kdlt is the eigenvector of B corresponding to 
eigenvalue k, vi(k) = ki . Hence if xi(X) = q,(X) + v,(h) + **a + vi(h), 
we have x,(k) = I Z& 1, xd(k) = 1 V.F I. We can express the sphere packing 
condition as x,(k) divides xJk). The main result of [l] is that in the ring 
Q(X), x,(X) divides a$) (which we shall call the polynomial condition), 
or, alternatively, the e zeros of x,(h) are eigenvalues of J’. This latter 
result generalizes Lloyd’s theorem. 
In the following lemma we consider the vector 
P(C) = [PO(C), Pl(C)YY Pd(C)Y 
where, if z E C, pi(C) = i(u E C / u E J’&))[. Since in the case of binary 
perfect codes pi(C) is the number of code vectors of weight i we shall refer 
to p(C) as the weight vector of C. 
LEMMA 1. If r contains a perfect e-code, C, then p(C) is a vector of non- 
negative integers such that S&p(C) = k, whereg, = B, + Bl + ‘-0 + B, = 
x,(B), k = Po , k, ,..., k$. 
Proof. It follows from the definition of a perfect e-code that if c is the 
representative column vector of C, that is, (c)~ = 1 if v belongs to C, 
(c)~ = 0 otherwise, then Set = u, where u = [l, l,..., lit and S, = 
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A o-i-&l- ~~*+A,.IfwefixavertexzandletTbethe(d+l)x~z 
matrix defined by 
(T)iu = 1: if a(z, u) = i, I otherwise, ’ 
then, as in [I], TX, = ,.??,T. 
Thus &,Tc = TS,c = 2%. Also, 
i = j{u 1 a(z, u) = i}/ = j r+(z)[ = ki , we have S,p(C) = 
If z E C we see that p,,(C) = 1, pi(C) = pZ(C) = a.* = pz,(C) = 
choosing vertices u, , u1 ,..., u, such that a(z, ui) = i (1 < i < e), we can 
find automorphisms g,, , g, ,..., g, of P such that g,(z) = ui (0 < j < e). 
Associated with each of these automorphisms gi is the “shifted” perfect 
e-code Ci = g,(C). Clearly, pj(C,) = [p(C,)Jj = aij for i,j E {O, I,..., e> 
and so the vectors p(C,,), p(C,),..., p(C,) are linearly independent, 
LEMMA 2. Ifr contains a perfect e-code therz dim(ker s,) = e. 
ProoJ: This is essentially contained in [l, Lemma 2 and the Theorem 
of Section 41. 
TIIEOREM 1. If r contains a perfect e-code C with shifted codes 
Cl , G 3*--> C, and ifp(Ci) is the weight vector associated with the code Ci , 
then 
k = i kip(Ci). 
i=O 
Proof. k is an eigenvector of B associated with the eigenvalue k. Thus 
s,k = x,(B)k = x,(k)k = 1 ,.Ze j k. Using Lemma 1, we obtain ,g,k = 
I Z I &P(C) an d so k - 1 Zk 1 p(C) E ker(S,). It follows from the linear 
independence of the set {p(C,), p(C,),..., p(C,)j that 
p(C,) - p(C),..., p(C,) - p(C)) is a set of linearly indep ent vectors. 
Since S,(p(Q - p(C)) = S,p(CJ - S,p(C) 
and dim kersG = e, the set (p(C,) - p(C),..., 
of ker 3, . Hence 
k - I -G I P(C) = i d~(Cil - P(C)), 
i=l 
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and so 
k = (I zl, I - i ~i) ~(0 + i sip(G). 
i=l i=l 
Equating the first e + 1 components gives I ZG j - XT=, 01~ = 1, ki = ai 
(1 < i < e) and the result follows. m 
In the above theorem we proved 
&e - I zk I P(C)) = 0, 
which can be written s,(s, - j ZG 1 1) p(C) = 0. This equation is some- 
times more easily applied when computing the weight vector. 
Notice that if r has kd < ki (i = I,..., e), then Theorem 1 implies that 
p&C,,) = kd . In particular, for an antipodal distance-transitive graph it is 
known that kd -=c ki (i = l,..., e) and so if u E C,, every vertex of F,(u) 
is in C, . This has been proved independently by 0. Heden. 
THE GRAPHS Ok 
The k-valent graph 01, (k 2 2) has (“t:Z:) vertices indexed by the 
(k - I)-subsets of the set (1, 2,..., 2k - l}. Two vertices are joined by an 
edge if and only if their indexing sets are disjoint. 01, has intersection array 
o* 0 1 0 1 0 2 0 2 . . . W - 0 1)/21 Kk [k/21 + WI 
k k-l k-l k-2 k-2 -0. k-[(k- 1)/Z] * 
and the eigenvalues of the intersection matrix of 01, are k, -(k - l), 
k - 2,..., (-l)“+l. The indexing sets of u and any vertex 21 E r;(u) have 
(i - 1)/2 elements in common if i is odd and k - 1 - (i/2) if i is even. 
Using the graph 01, we can construct another distance-transitive graph 
2 . 0, . The k-valent graph 2 * 01, has 2(‘2::) vertices indexed by the sets 
(x, i), where x is a (k - I)-subset of (1,2 ,..., 2k - l> and i E (0, l}. Two 
vertices (x, i), ( v, j) are adjacent if and only if x A y = o and i f j. 
2 . Ok has intersection array 
I o* k k-l 0 1 k-l 0 1 k-2 2 0 k-2 2 0 -.- . .  . k-l 0 1 k-l 0 1 k 0 * 
and the eigenvalues of the intersection matrix are -&k, S(k - l),..., +l. 
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?hEOREM 2. QI, contains a per-ect e-code if and only if2 * ol, contains a 
perfect e-code. 
ProofI Suppose that 0, contains a perfect e-code C. Then 
We show that C x (0, l> is a perfect e-code in 2 * 01, . Let ii’ denote 
distance in 2 * 0,. If (x, i) and ( y, j) are elements of C x (0, l), then 
since x, y E C, a’((~, i), ( y, j)) 3 a(x, y) 3 2e 1. 1. Since j .2YG / is t 
same in both cases, 
and the code is perfect. 
Conversely, suppose that 2 * 01, has a perfect e-code C. From Theorem 1, 
k = z& kip(C,), where Ci (1 < i < e) are the shifted codes associated 
with C. The last component of this equation gives 1 = k, = xi=, kipa(Ci), 
but ki r 1 for 1 < i d e and so pz(C,,) = pd(C) = 1. This implies that 
if Z is a code point then the antipodal point Z’ such that a(Z, Z’) = d is 
a code point and so by identifying pairs of antipodal co 
obtain a perfect code in 01, . 0 
THE EXISTENCE OF PERFECT CODES IN 8,< 
a. Perfect l-Codes 
Perfect l-codes are known in O4 and 0, and the codes form Steiner 
systems 1; (2, 3, 7) and 1; (4, 5, 1 l), respectively. We shall show in 
Theorem 3 that any perfect l-code in Ok is a Steiner system 
1;(k-22,k-l,2k-l)andaSteinersysteml;(k-2,k-l,2k-~1) 
is a perfect l-code in 01, . 
LEMMA 3. If a 1; (k - 2, k - 1,2k - 1) Steiner system exists, then 
k + 1 is prime. 
Pro& A well-known necessary condition for the existence of a 
A; (e, d, n) design is that (fz,“) divid.es A(;::) (?r = 0, l,..., t - 1). 
In this case we have (k - 1 - h) divides (2k - 1 - h)(2k - 2 - k) .. * 
(k + 2)/(k - 2 - h)! (h = 0, I,..., k - 3). Let p be any prime between 2 
and k - 1, then for h = k - p - 1, p divides (k + p)(k + p - 1) **a 
(k + 2)/(p - l)! and sop does not divide k + 1. Since k > 2, k does not 
divide k + 1 and the result follows. 
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THEOREM 3. Let C be a subset of the vertices of Ok , The labels of the 
vertices of C form a 1; (k - 2, k - 1, 2k - 1) Steiner system if and only if 
C is a perfect l-code. 
Proof. (1) Suppose that 01, contains a perfect l-code C and that V is 
the system of (k - l)-subsets of the ground set (1,2,..., 2k - l> which 
label C. Since any pair of elements of C are at least distance 3 apart, 
their labeling sets cannot have k - 2 elements in common. Hence each 
(k - 2)-subset of the ground set is contained in at most one element of ‘Z. 
Since 1 C 1 (k - 1) = (“::z@, it follows that each (k - 2)-subset is in fact 
contained in exactly one element of V. 
(2) Conversely, suppose that %’ is a 1; (k - 2, k - 1,2k - 1) 
Steiner system. We show that the set of vertices C labeled by blocks of %? 
form a perfect l-code in 0, . There are (2Ei)/(k + 1) such vertices; 
we show that the minimum distance between them is 3. Since no two blocks 
of V have k - 2 elements in common, no two vertices of C can be at 
distance 2. We now show that no two blocks of %7 are disjoint, in order 
to show that no two vertices can be at distance 1. Without loss of generality 
we can assume that (1, 2,..., k - l} is a block of %7 and show that every 
other block contains at least one of the elements of {1,2,..., k - l}. 
We use the notation N(a u b u **a uf), N(a n b n *+a nf) to denote 
the number of blocks of V containing the elements a orb or +** orf, a and b 
and a*. and f respectively. By the principle of inclusion and exclusion 
we have 
N(1 u 2 u --a u k - 1) = N(1) + N(2) + ..a + N(k - 1) 
- iv(1 n 2) - *** - N(k - 2 n k - 1) + em- 
+(-l)“N(ln2n...nk-1). 
Let rj denote the number of blocks of G$ containing j particular elements 
of{1,2 ,..., k- l}. 
(2k -j - l)! 
r~ = (k -j _ l)! (k + l)! = (k -) - 1) ‘; -; 1; [2, P. 501. 
Hence 
N(1 u 2 u .-’ u k - 1) 
= z (-1)” (” ; l)(f 1;) f + 1 
2z.z 1 - 
[ 
z (-l)k--l--s (” J ‘)(” ; “)I & 9 
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since k + 1 is prime. By equating the toe of .+-I ia 
(1 + x)“-l(l + ~)-~--l and (1 + x)--~, we obtain 
K-l 
-g (-l)k-l--s (” ; y ; “j = k + (-P)k- 
Thus 
and so no two blocks are disjoint. 1 
The weight vector equation s,,(C) = k for a I-code in 0% gives 
= b. If pi = [pIi, then the component equations are 
k2, = (k - v)P~~-~ + PW + (r + 1) p2r+l Cr = 0, I,..., Kk + ~h’21 - 
k2r+l = ik - rlpar + P,,+, + Cr + OP,~+~ @ = 0, L E& - O/U. 
Assuming p. = 1, these two equations, together with (k - r) kar = 
(r + 1) k,,+, enable us to prove inductively that 
17~~ = ((k - r>/r)p2T-1 (r = 1, 2 ,..., [(k + 1)/2] - I). 
It then follows by counting F,, that 
~2r-a = GW(r + 1)) -~pzr (r = 0, l,..., [(k - 1)/2]). 
Manipulating these two expressions, we can obtain an explicit form forpz,: 
(r = 0, l,..., M + a>/21 - 110 
For k + 1 prime each term in the summation will be divisible by k + 1 
;;tehy pzr (r = 0, I,..., [(k -+ 1)/2] - I) are integral and positive. 
2r+l = ((k - r)/(r + 1)) k,, and k + 1 is prime, (I + 1) / k,, and 
we have that p2ril (r = 0, l:..., [(k - 1)/2]) are positive integers. A similar 
result holds if p,, = 0, p1 = 1. 
Hence we have shown, independently of the existence of a perfect 
I-code, that the weight vector equation always has positive integer 
solutions if k + 1 is prime. This may be considered as supporting evidence 
for the possible existence of other perfect I-codes in Ok ) atthough 
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Theorem 3, combined with the conjecture that no t-designs exist with 
t > 5, would indicate that no other perfect l-codes in Ok can exist. 
b. Perfect 2-Codes 
If 01, contains a perfect 2-code, then by the polynomial condition the 
roots of x,(A) must belong to the set {-(k - l), k - 2,..., (-l)“+l}. Since 
x,(A) = X2 + X - (k - l), the roots will be of the form a, -a - 1, 
where a > 0 and k - 1 = a(a + 1). Hence k is odd and so a is odd, 
which gives 
k - 1 = (2m - 1) 2m (m > 0), so k=l - 2m + 4m2 (m > 0). 
For m = 1 we obtain the trivial perfect 2-code in 0, , so we assume for 
the rest of this section that k > 13. 
From the weight vector equation for 2-codes in 01,, s2p(C) = 
(B2 + B - (k - 1)1) p(C) = k we can obtain explicit expressions for the 
components of p(C). In particular, if p0 = 1, we have 
p o = k(k - 1)2 (k - 3)(k - 5)(k3 - 15k2 + 87k - 181) 
1 52 . 42 . 32 . 22 
and since k3 - 15k2 + 87k - 181 is never divisible by 5, 52 
divides k(k - 1)2(k - 3)(k - 5). Since k = 1 - 2m + 4m2, 52 divides 
(4m2 - 2m + 1) m2(2m - 1)“(2m + l)(m - 1)(4m2 - 2m - 4). But 4m2 - 
2m + 1 and 4m2 - 2m - 4 are never divisible by 5 so that 52 divides 
m2(2m - 1)2(2m + l)(m - 1). We have four possibilities: 
(1) m = 0 mod 5, k = lOOr + 190r + 91 (r = 0, l,...) 
(2) m = 3 mod 5, k = lOOr + 110r + 31 (r = 0, l,...) 
(3) m = 1 mod 25, k = 2500r2 + 150r + 3 (r = 1, 2,...) 
(4) m = 12 mod 25, k = 2500r2 + 2350r + 553 (r = 0, l,...) 
We can eliminate some of these cases by using the sphere packing 
condition: 1 + k2 j (“$z:), where k = 1 - 2m + 4m2 and so 1 + k2 = 
2(4m2 + l)(m2 + (m - 1)2). Let p denote m2 + (m - 1)“. Since m > 3 
we have 5p > 2k - 1, 4p -C 2k - 1, 3p > k, 2p ==c k - 1. Conse- 
quently, when p is prime it is relatively prime to 
(2; 1 ;) = 
(2k - 1) *** (k + 1) 
(k _ 1) . . . 1 ’ 
and so the sphere packing condition will fail to hold. 
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Case 1. m = 0 mod 5. The first value of m for which p is nonprime is 
m = 45, so fork of the form k = lOOr2 f 19Or - 91, Cl,, does not contain 
a perfect 2-code for k < 9901. 
Case 2. m = 3 mod 5. The first value of m for which p is nonprime 
is m = 28, so for k of the form lOOr” + 11Or + 31, 01, does not contain 
a nontrivial perfect 2-code for k < 308 1. 
Case 3. m = 1 mod 25. For r = 1, nz = 26, p = 1301, which is 
prime, and so for k = 2500r2 + 150~ + 3, Q7, does not contain a non- 
trivial perfect Z-code for k < 10303. 
Case 4. m = 12 mod 25. For r = 0, m = 12, p = 265 = 5.53 but 
in fact 53 is relatively prime to <‘$?j). Hence for k of the form 
25006 + 2350r + 553, 01, does not contain a perfect 2-code for k < 5403. 
Combining these four cases, we have the result that there are no non- 
trivial perfect 2-codes in Ok for k < 3081. We can deduce further boun 
by looking at other components of the weight vector. 
c. Perfect 3-Codes 
From the eigenvector sequence we obtain 
x3(A) = +(A3 + 2X2 - (2k - 3)X - 2(k - 1)). 
If Qk contains a perfect 3-code, then the roots of x3(h) are members of 
the set (-(k - I), k - 2,..., (-l)“+l). Obviously, -1 is a root of x&) 
so k is even and the other roots are of the form -(2p - l), 2s, where 
p > 0, s > 0. The sum and product of the roots give p - s = 1 and 
(2p - 1)s = k - 1. Since k is even, s is odd and so p is even. If p = 2m 
(m > O), we obtain k = 1 + (4m - 1)(2m - I.) = 2(4vn2 - 3m + 1) 
(m > 0). The case m = 1, k = 4 corresponds to the trivial perfect 3-code 
in 0, _ We assume m > 1. From the weight vector equation we find that 
ifp, = 1, 
pl1 = k(k - 1)2(k - 2)(k - 4)(k3 - 22k2 f 197k - 584)/26 . 33 . 5”, 
and since k is even, 26 1 k(k - 2)(k - 4)(k3 - 22k2 + 197k - 584). Let 
4 = 4m2 - 3m + 1 so that k = 2q and then 2” i q(q - l)(q - 2) 
(4q3 - 44q2 + 197q - 292). Hence either q is even or q = 1 mod 4 and 
so m is odd or m = 0 mod 4. This gives two possibilities fork: 
(I) k = 32r2 + 20r + 4 (r = I, 2,...), 
(2) k = 128r2 - 24r + 2. 
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d. Perfect 4-Codes 
Since x4(X) = %(A4 + 2X3 + X2(7 - 4k) + A(6 - 4k) + 2(k - l)(k - 2)), 
x4(y) = 0 implies that x4(--y - 1) = 0 so we can assume that the roots of 
x4(A) are of the form y, 6, -y - 1, --6 - 1 where y, S > 0. Then 
y(y + 1) + S(S + 1) = 4k - 6, 
y(?/ + 1) S(S + 1) = 2(k - l)(k - 9, 
and if 01 = ~(7 + 1) then 01~ - (4k - 6)a + 2(k - l)(k - 2) = 0, and 
so a = 2k - 3 rt (2k2 - 6k + 5)lj2. 
If 01, contains a perfect 4-code, et is integral and 2k2 - 6k + 5 = r2 for 
some integer r > 1, that is, (k - 2)2 + (k - 1)” = r2. The first positive 
integer solution for k is r = 5, k = 5, which corresponds to the trivial code 
in 0,. The next solution is k = 22, r = 29 so we shall assume now that 
k > 22. 
The equation (k - 2)2 + (k - 1)” = r2 has general solution as follows 
[4, p. 1901. 
(1) k even. k - 2 = 2ab, k - 1 = a2 - b2, r = a2 + b2, so that 
a2 - 2ab - b2 - 1 = 0, which gives a = b + (1 + 2b2)lj2. Letting 
x = a - b, the equation x2 = 1 + 2b2 (X > 0, b > 0) has general 
solution given by x, = (1 + @)2m - b d/z (n = 1, 2,...) [4, p. 2101 and 
so k = 2 + 2b(b(l - l/Z) + (1 + .\/2)2n) (n = 1,2,...). 
(2) k odd. k - 1 = 2ab, k - 2 = a2 - b2, r = a2 + b2, which 
gives k = 1 + 2b(b + x,), where b, x, satisfy xn2 = 2b2 - 1 and 
x, + b 1/2 = (1 + qZ)2n+1 (n = 1, 2,...). 
The first four possibilities for k are 22, 121, 698,406l. From the weight 
vector equation we obtain for p0 = 1, 
pI1 = k(k - Q2(k - 2)2(k - 5)(k - 17)/6 . 52 . 42 * 32. 
We can rule out the first three cases, since pI1 is an integer, so OTC does 
not contain a nontrivial perfect 4-code for k < 4061. 
e. Perfect e-Codes with e Odd 
LEMMA 4. Let v,(h), v&I) )..., v&) be the eigenvector sequence asso- 
ciated with OK . Then for m = 0, l,..., [(d + 1)/2] - 1, 
2m+1 
x2,+,(--l) = c v*(-1) = 0. 
i=O 
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Proof. The eigenvector sequence gives the following pair of equations. 
We proceed by induction on ~11. It is easily shown that x1(-1) = 
x3(- 1) = 0, so we suppose that x 2nz+l(-1) = 0. $ubstit~ting A = -1 
in the equations above gives 
and we also have 
0 = Gn+l(-l> = %m(-1) + %,+,(--13- (3) 
Equations (3) and (1) give 
(m + 1) ?&+2(-l) = -(k - m - 1) V*,(-1). (4) 
Equations (3) and (2) give 
so we have 
Comparing (4) and (5), we have a,,+,(-1) = --z~~~+~(-l)~ so 
x2&-l) = 0 and the result follows by induction. 
THEOREM 4. If Ok contains a perfect e-code and e is odd, then k is even. 
ProoJ If O,, contains a perfect e-code with e odd, then -1 is a root of 
x,(h) and so -1 is an eigenvalue of 0, . The eige~val~e of 0, of smallest 
absolute value is (-l)“+l and so k must be even. 
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f. A Lower Bound 
THEOREM 5. If a non-trivial perfect e-code exists in 0, then 
k > (ez + 4e + 2)/2 (e even) and k > (e2 $ 4e + 3)/2 (e odd). 
Proof of Case 1. e = 2m. We assume that p1 , pB ,..., pd are not all zero. 
Notice first that 8(x, y) = e - 2, e - 1, e according as the labels of x and 
y have k - m, m - 1, k - m - 1 elements in common. Also, the labels 
of r. and r,+, , r,,, , I’,,, have, respectively, m, k - 2 - m, m + 1 
elements in common. Similarly, the labels of I’,, and I’2e+l , r,,,, , rZef3 
have, respectively, 2m, k - 2 - 2m, 2m + 1 elements in common. 
First we count in two ways the vertices of r,,, . Each vertex of r,,, is 
distance e from exactly one code point of I’Ze+l . Let the vertex of r,, 
have 4 elements of the labeling set in common with r,, and the code point 
of r2e+l : 
k@+l = (” i ‘)(k - f- m) 
= P2e+1 f;)(“; ‘). 
Similarly, counting in two ways the vertices of I’,,,: 
ke+2 = (; ; ;)(, _,r, - 1) 
= P20+2 ‘OqEIrn (” - 2q- 2m)(k -y-?-d - 4) 
( 2m + 1 N k - 2m - 1 
’ k-m-l-q q-k+2m+2 1 
Combining these equations we .have 
(k - 1 - m)/(m + 1) = (m/(m i- 1)) t ((2m + l)/(m -I- 1))(P2~+2/h+1). 
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Now counting .T,+, in two ways: 
Ii k - 2m - 2 N k - 2m - 2 171+1-q k--l-m--q k 12m -j- 21 q--l/ 
( 2m + 1 >( k - 1 - 2m X m-l-q k-l--2mtq ! 
Eliminating pPeC2 from these equations gives 
p2e+3 _ k2 - 2k(m2 + 3m + 1) + (4m3 + 10m2 + 6m -!- I> __ - 3 
P2e+1 (2m + 2)(2m t 1) 
and since p 2e+3fp2e+l > 0, k < (4m + 2)/2 or k > (4m2 + Xm -I- TV, ~(9 
k < e + I, which corresponds to a trivial code or k b (e” -I- 4e -I- 2&L 
Case 2. e = 2m $ 1. Again we assume thatp, ,..., pd are not all zero. 
In this case a(x, y) = e - 2, e - 1, e according as the babels of x and y 
have m - 1, k - m - 1, m elements in common. Also, the labels of 
and ye+, , re+, , I’,,, have, respectively, k - 2 - m, m + I, k - 3 - m 
elements in common. Similarly, the labels of I’, and I’ze+l , I’,,,, ) I”zei.3 
have, respectively, 2m + 1, k - 3 - 2m, 2m + 2 elements in common. 
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The proof goes through in the same way, the relevant equations being 
(m : l)C I- 3 = Pee+1 ('"t ')(;g, 
(, “+ ,,(; ; ;, = f;_ti-$(y7 “) P2e+2 + ($y)yy “) PB@fl 
(, “- 2)(; ; 3 = (“J 2)r;j+;) P2st3 + (Zm; “,(;=,:) P2e+2 
+ (k - 2 - 24 (;g(~=:) 
+ (k - 2 - 2m) (zm+ ‘)(~,t,“)]. 
Again, eliminating pze+z , we have 
(2m + 2)(2m + ~)(Pz~+s/P~~+I) = k2 - WWm + 6)(2m + 2) 
+ 8(2m + 2)2(2m + 4), 
so 0 < {k - [(e + l)(e + 3)/2]}[k - (e + l)], and the result follows. 1 
Note. The same method can be used in the classical case of perfect 
codes in an n-dimensional vector space over GF(d) dealt with by 
Tietavainen [8, 91, to show that IZ > e2/2 + 5e/2 + 1 (4 > 2) and 
n 2 e2 + 4e + 2 (4 = 2) [6, Lemma 11. This has been used by Van Lint 
to simplify the proof in the case CJ = 2. 
g. Roots of x,(A) 
THEOREM 6. 
x2&v = x,&-x - 11, m = 0, l,..., w  + WI - 1, 
kc2m+1(A) = -(A + 1) x,+,(--h - l), m = 0, l,..., [d/2] - 1. 
Proof. Three successive components of the eigenvector sequence for 
Ok give 
tk - 4 ~2m--I(4 + Cm + 1) Q~+~@) = h&9, (1) 
tk - 4 ~~~(3 + tm + 1) ~~~~~~~~ = ~~2m+l(3q (2) 
tk - m - 1) ~2m+d4 + Cm + 2) ~2m+3@) = ~~2m+2t3. (3) 
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riting p&A) = z.+(A) + z++~()O and adding (1) and (2) an 
Ik - ml P2m-l@) + cm + 1) Pzmd4 = ~Pz,,@l, VI 
(k - m> Pzd4 + cm + 21 P*m+2@) = @ t 1) P2m+1@)* cs> 
We shall prove the theorem by induction onm. It is not difhcult to show that 
the results x&h) = x&-X - l), hXZmll(h) = --(A + I) x2,&---A - 1) 
old for m = 0, 1,2. Suppose that the theorem is true for r < WL 
must show that 
G,&> = x2,+,(--h - 1) and ~x2m+3@~ = -4 + 1) x~,+~(Q 
and since we have the inductive hypothesis it is sufhcient to show that 
Pm2+1@) = Pmd--X - 1) and ~pZm+&) = -0 + 9~~d-X - 0 
Replacing A by -A - 1 in (4) gives 
(k - m)p,m-d--h - 1) + Cm + Opt)m+a(--h - 11 
= (-A - 1)&,(--x - I), 
which, by the inductive hypothesis, reduces to 
Ck - m>~~~-d4 + Cm + l>P2m+d--X - 1) = ~Pe?d4* 
Comparing the last equation with (4) gives pzm+l(--h - 
Replacing ;i by -A - 1 in (5) gives 
(k - 4~~d-A - 1) + (m + 2)~,,,,(--h - 11 = -hpZm+d--X - 11. 
Multiplying by --(I + A) and using the inductive hypothesis gives 
bk - 4 ~pzrn@) - Cm i 2)@ + l)p,,,,(-- - 1) = W -I- 0 pzmtd??. 
Comparing the last equation with (5). h gives 
-@ + ~>Pz?n,z(-x - 1) = ~P2m+&l. 
EfPGv = -Yznz+1 (A)/@ + I), then the previous theorem shows that 
P(--h - 1) = x2,+1(--h - w--h = Xzm+l@)li@ i 1) = in@>, 
and hence for any e, if y is a root of x,(A) and y f --I, then -y - I is 
also a root. Let the roots of x,(A) be denoted by x1 , x2 ,...? x, , then 
Xl + x, + **- -j- x, = -(coefficient of he-l in ~~(~))~~coe~cie~t of P). 
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Since x,(A) = x,-,(h) + ZJ,-~(A) + v,(h) and ai is of degree i with no 
P-l term then 
the ~oefhcient of Xe-’ = x:-“(O)/(e - l)! = v~~“(O)/(e - l)! 
and 
the coefficient of h” = x:)(0)/e! = uF!(O)/e!, 
where p@)(h) = &(p(h))/dX@. Then 
Xl + x2 + *** + x, = ---vy(o) . e/u!“‘(O), 
and from the eigenvector sequence we get 
(k - Ke - 1)/A) k2GV + Ke + 0/217~d8 = h-~(h), 
so that 
[(e + 1)/2] u?)(O) = evk;“(O) 
and 
Xl + x2 + *-- + x, = -[(e + 1)/2]. 
Using a similar but longer method we find that 
x1x2 
. . . x, = (- l)e+Pl21 e I 
[21* L?!PI! &iij’)’ 
Combining this with Theorem 6, we see that the roots of x,(A) have the 
following product. 
e = 2m. x,(h) has roots 01~) cl12 ,..., a, , -(l + 01~), -(1 + a&) ,..., 
-(l + a!,), where 01~ > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, and 
ala2 ..f a&l + o!J(l + ~2) ..* (1 + c~Tn> = m! m! k i 1 
( ) 
. 
e=2m+l. x,(h) has roots 01~ , 01~ ,..., ol, , -(l + OLD), -(l + (Ye) ,..., 
-(l f a& -1, where 01~ > 0, i = 1, 2 ,..., m, and 
a1012 -.* 41 + q>(l + a21 *.- (1 + c+J = m! (m + l)! (” i l). 
In the classical case of perfect codes the analogous polynomial condition 
to x,(A) dividing &A) is that Lloyd’s polynomial has roots in a certain set 
of positive integers. Tietavainen [8] used the sum and product of the roots 
of Lloyd’s polynomial to prove the nonexistence of unknown perfect 
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e-codes over a q-ary alphabet. In the proof TietZvainen makes use of the 
sphere packing condition, which in this case is that i .Ze j divides j V j = q”? 
and then uses the fact that 1 ZG j is a power of a prime p where q = p@” 
The sphere packing condition for 01, is that 1 .ZG 1 divides / Y j = (“E::), 
which is much more difficult to work with, and for this reason it appears 
that the same method is not applicable. 
It appears that without using this sphere pat ng condition it is 
even possible to deal with any particular value of e completely. For 
example, in the case e = 2, if k = 4m2 - 2m + 1, the existence of the 
factor (k - 1) = m(4m - 2) in each component pi (i 2 2e + 1) means 
that for any fixed value of i, pi ,piel ,..., pze+l will be positive integers for 
some suitable value of m. Similarly, if e = 3, we have a factor (k - 2) in 
each pi (i 3 2e + 1). Some progress has recently been made in the use 
of sphere packing conditions in which j V j is not a power of a prime [6] 
but the condition 1 L’a / divides (‘$73 appears very much harder than the 
example given in [6]. 
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